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TRADE MARKS ACT 1938 (AS AMENDED)
AND TRADE MARKS ACT 1994

IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATION No B1545079
BY JHANE BARNES (DEL.) INC.5
TO REGISTER A TRADE MARK  
BARNES STORM             
IN CLASS 25

AND IN THE MATTER OF OPPOSITION THERETO10
UNDER NUMBER 46981 
BY SUN 99 LIMITED

BACKGROUND
15

On 16 August 1993, Jhane Barnes (Del.) Inc. of 300 Delaware Avenue, Suite 1704, City of
Wilmington, Delaware 19801 -1612, United States of America,  applied for registration of the
trade mark “BARNES STORM”  in respect of “Blazers, sweaters, shirts, belts, robes, socks and
ties; jackets, trousers, suits, coats and shoes, but not including any such goods being waterproof;
all included in Class 25."  The application contains a disclaimer of any exclusive right to the use20
of the word “Barnes”.

On 10 June 1997, Sun 99 Limited, filed notice of opposition to the application. The amended
grounds of opposition are in summary:

25
1)  The opponent is the proprietor of the following trade marks:

Mark Number Effective
Date

Class Specification

STORM 1250938 25.9.85 25 Jeans being articles of clothing; articles of clothing
made from knitted textile fabrics; knitted articles of
clothing

STORM30 1374971 22.2.89 14 Articles made of precious metals or coated
therewith; articles made of imitation precious metals
or coated therewith; jewellery, imitation jewellery;
ornaments; watches, clocks; ornaments
incorporating watches or clocks; parts and fittings
for all the aforesaid goods; all included in Class 14

STORM 1374972 22.2.89 18 Luggage, purses; wallets; billfolds, umbrellas,
parasols, walking sticks; parts and fittings for all the
aforesaid goods; all included in Class 18
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STORM 1500089 9.5.92 25 Jeans being articles of clothing; articles of clothing
(none being waterproof)  made from woven textile
fabrics; knitted articles of clothing; all included in 
Class 25.

STORM
OF
LONDON

1527819 24.2.93 09 Optical apparatus and instruments; parts and fittings
for all the aforesaid  goods; all included in Class 9.

STORM5
OF
LONDON

1566055 17.3.94 16 Stationery; bookbinding material; playing cards; all
included in Class 16; but  not including pen holders
or pencil lead holders

2) The opponent has established a reputation in the marks in the United Kingdom.
10

3) Use of the trade mark in suit is  liable to deceive or cause confusion and so offends
against Section 11 of the Trade Marks Act 1938.

4) The mark in suit is similar to the opponent’s marks and so offends against Section 12
of the Trade Marks Act 1938.15

5) The mark applied for is not adapted to or capable of  distinguishing the goods of the
applicant and so is contrary to the provisions of Sections 9 & 10 of the Trade Marks Act
1938.

20
6)  The application should  be refused in accordance with the Registrar’s discretion under
Section 17(2) of the Trade Marks Act 1938.

           
The applicant filed a counterstatement denying all the grounds of opposition. The applicant also
asks the Registrar to exercise her discretion in their favour and both sides seek an award of costs25
in their favour. Both sides filed evidence in these proceedings and the matter came to be heard on
6 December 2000, when the applicant was represented by Mr Cuddigan of Counsel instructed by
Messrs Carpmaels & Ransford. The opponent was represented by Mr Redman of Messrs A1
Trade Marks & Service Marks. 

30
By the time this matter came to be decided the Trade Marks Act 1938 had been repealed in
accordance with Section 106(2) and Schedule 5 of the Trade Marks Act 1994.  In accordance
with the transitional provisions set out in Schedule 3 to that Act, however, I must continue to
apply the relevant provisions of the old law to these proceedings.  Accordingly, all references in
this decision are references to the provisions of the Trade Marks Act 1938 ( as amended) unless35
otherwise indicated.

OPPONENT’S EVIDENCE

The opponent filed a declaration, dated 20 March 1998, by Steve Yat Lung Sun the Managing40
Director of Sun 99 Ltd. 

Commenting on the use of the  mark STORM Mr Sun states:
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“Use in respect of watches commenced 1988 and in respect of handbags, wallets, holdalls
and the like, from 1988, with use also from 1993 in respect of shoes. The use of the
STORM trade mark from watches and handbags to clothing commenced in 1990 and has
been a natural extension, with the same market segments and clientele proceeding to buy
also clothes, watches and accessories under the STORM trade mark.”5

The opponent’s goods are sold via their own four retail outlets in London and also through other
stores and boutiques throughout the UK. The clothing items bear the mark on swing labels, sewn
in labels and in many instances the mark is embossed or printed on the garment as part of the
overall design.  Mr Sun states his company participates in at least five fashion exhibitions in the10
UK and ten international fairs and exhibitions per annum.

 On turnover Mr Sun states:

“5.  Whilst it is difficult to enumerate turnover for each individual year, I am able to say15
that annual turnover has steadily risen over the years to peak in the current year at some
£11 million of which approximately 40% is attributable to export from the UK.”

“6.  The turnover figures expressed in paragraph (5) above, have only been achieved by
virtue of considerable exposure of the Trade mark STORM and large expenditure upon20
marketing and advertising of the trade mark STORM over the period of use.  I would
estimate that, including representation at trade fairs, use of promotional material and
proportional amount of sales’ staff salary attributable to promotion of clothing under the
STORM trade mark, annual expenditure upon advertising and making the trade mark
known for the years indicated has averaged £3000,000.”25

Mr Sun claims that by virtue of such use the mark has become well known. He also provides the
following exhibits:

• SYLS1: Copies of show catalogues where the opponent’s goods have been shown. Some30
of these are dated between 1995 and 1998 (after the relevant date), others are undated or
relate to markets other than the UK.

• SYLS2: photographs of the interior of two of the opponent’s London shops. These are
not dated and the opponent’s mark cannot be seen other than on a pillar.35

• SYLS3: A selection of labels, badges, buttons and swing tickets.

• SYLS4: A carrier bag with the word STORM printed on it.
40

• SYLS5: Two catalogues one for watches, the other for bags and leather goods neither of
which are dated.

APPLICANT’S  EVIDENCE45

The applicant has filed a declaration, dated 4 January 1999, by Jandan Meriem Aliss an employee
of the applicant’s trade mark agency.   The declaration contains  a list of marks which are said to
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be on the UK Register for goods in Class 25 and which include the word STORM.  However, no
use of these marks is provided. 

Mr Aliss claims that the applicant’s mark was derived by Jhane Barnes, said to be a well-known
clothing designer. The mark is, he says, a play on the term BARNSTORM, meaning to tour rural5
districts making speeches on a political campaign. This secondary meaning it is claimed further
distances the mark in suit form that of the opponent. 

OPPONENT’S EVIDENCE IN REPLY10

This consists of a declaration by Philip Armiston Redman the principal of the opponent’s trade
mark agency.

Mr Redman claims that the mark in suit will be seen as his client’s product which happens to15
emanate from the Barnes district of London.  He continues “Such people will be led to believe
(wrongly) that the opponents have a branch establishment situated in Barnes and that for some
reason they wish to emphasise this phenomenon by introducing the geographical term Barnes to
distinguish such products from their more normal range which does not offer whatever advantage
the Barnes area may be felt to have conveyed.”20

That completes my review of the evidence.

DECISION
25

At the hearing the grounds of opposition under Sections 9 & 10 were withdrawn by Mr Redman.

The first ground of opposition is under Section 12(1) of the 1938 Act. This reads as follows:

12. - (1) “Subject to the provisions of subsection (2) of this section, no trade mark shall30
be registered in respect of any goods or description of goods that is identical with or
nearly resembles a  mark belonging to a different proprietor and already on the register
in respect of:

(a) the same goods,35

(b) the same  description of goods, or 

(c) services or a description of services which are associated with those goods or goods
of that description.”40

The reference in Section 12 to a near resemblance is clarified by Section 68(2B) of the Act which
states that references in the Act to a near resemblance of marks are references to a resemblance
so near as to be likely to deceive or cause confusion.

45
The established test for objections under Section 12(1)  is set down in Smith Hayden & Co. Ltd’s
application [Volume 1946 63 RPC 101].  Adapted to the matter in hand the test may be expressed
as follows:
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Assuming user by the opponent of their trade mark STORM  in a normal and fair manner
for any of the goods covered by the registration of the trade mark, is the tribunal satisfied
that there will be no reasonable likelihood of deception amongst a substantial number of
persons if the applicants use their trade mark BARNES STORM normally and fairly in
respect of any goods covered by the proposed registration?5

At the hearing it was common ground that the goods of the parties are similar if not identical.

I therefore move onto consider the marks themselves. For this purpose I take into account the
guidance set down by Parker J in Pianotist Co.’s application (1906 23 RPC 774 at page 777):10

“You must take the two words. You must judge of them both by their look and by their
sound. You must consider the goods to which they are to be applied. You must consider
the nature and kind of customer who would be likely to buy those goods. In fact, you must
consider all the surrounding circumstances: and you must further consider what is likely15
to happen if each of these trade marks is used in a normal way as a trade mark for the
goods of the respective owners of the marks.  If, considering, all those circumstances,
 you come to the conclusion that there will be a confusion - that is to say- not necessarily
that one will be injured and the other will gain illicit benefit, but that there will be a
confusion in the mind of the public, which will lead to confusion in the goods - then you20
may refuse the registration, or rather you must refuse the registration in that case.”

At the hearing I was referred to Coca Cola v Pepsi Cola [1942] 59 RPC 127. Although not
referred to it I also look to the views expressed in Bulova Accutron [1969] RPC 102

25
In Coca Cola reference was made to common elements of marks:

“Where you get a common denominator, you must in looking at the competing formulae
pay much more regard to the parts of the formulae which are not common - although it
does not flow from that that you must treat the words as though the common part were30
not there at all.”

In Bulova at 109 - 110 Stamp J. said:

“As I have already said, if what had to be considered was a side by side comparison, the35
additional word would have had a vital significance, but where imperfect recollection is
relevant what has to be considered is how far the additional word is significant to prevent
imperfect recollection and the resultant confusion. Particularly having regard to the fact
that BULOVA is the house name of the applicants and has a significance other than as a
trade mark, its addition before the word ACCUTRON does not in my judgement serve 40
to prevent the deception or confusion which would in the view of the Court of Appeal
have been caused but for that adoption. As the Assistant Registrar remarks in his decision:
“As Bulova and Accutron do not hold together as a phrase or present a wholly different
meaning to the separate components, I think that their combination will be taken by many
persons on first impression as an indication that the manufacturer of the watches is using45
two separate trade marks in connection with his products.” I would add that the
combination of the two words is likely to be taken by other persons on first impression as
an indication that the part of the trade mark which consists of BULOVA is a house name
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of the marketers of the watches, that the trade mark is ACCUTRON and that they will
confuse them with watches marketed under the trade mark ACCURIST simpliciter.”

Clearly the applicant’s mark includes within it the whole of the opponent’s mark. The  difference
between them being that the applicant’s mark has  the word BARNES before the word STORM.5

The applicant claims that the mark in suit is a straightforward pun on the word “barnstorming”.
A term which  is said to mean “to tour rural districts making speeches on a political campaign”.
For the opponent Mr Redman allowed that this meaning, and also the original origin of the word
which relates to the giving of aerial displays by impecunious ex-World War One fliers, might be10
known to older consumers. But he contended that his clients were concerned more with the
younger generation of consumers. He also pointed out that Barnes is a geographical location and
in the mark in suit is subject to a disclaimer of the word Barnes. 

The opponent contends that any consumer seeing the mark in suit would assume either that it was15
a special  item manufactured by the opponent in Barnes, or that they would assume that all the
opponents’ items were henceforth emanating from Barnes and that this heralded the general
adoption of the prefix BARNES by the opponent. Although I accept that Barnes is a geographical
location it has, as far as I am aware,  no reputation for clothing. Further, in my view, it is not a
particularly well known location, and I am uncertain as to how many of the general public outside20
of the London area would recognise it as a location. I believe that most would initially consider
it to be a surname.  I note that the applicant has the word BARNES within its name. 

 The word STORM is descriptive of a type of clothing, namely waterproofs. The applicant’s
specification and the opponent’s under registration 1500089 exclude such goods. The opponent’s25
mark 1250938 does not exclude such items, but consists of knitted clothing which is generally not
regarded as waterproof. The opponent’s mark consists of the word STORM solus and is deemed
to be validly registered. The applicant’s mark is BARNES STORM but it is BARNES not
STORM which is disclaimed. Thus the word STORM must be considered distinctive of non-
waterproof type clothing. 30

Although it is possible to make the word “barnstorm” from the applicant’s mark it is, in my view,
more likely that the average consumer will view the word BARNES as the name of the
manufacturer or house mark and consider the word STORM as the trade mark for the product.
Consumers will expect BANES STORM goods to come from the same place as STORM goods,35
reasoning that sometimes the house mark is added and sometimes not.  In which case confusion
is inevitable as the opponent’s mark is the identical word STORM.  I also take note that under 
the 1938 Act the onus is on the applicant to show no likelihood of confusion. 

Taking into account all of the factors and comparing the marks as wholes, I consider that the40
degree of similarity between the trade mark BARNES STORM and the  trade mark STORM  is
sufficient to cause deception and confusion amongst a substantial number of persons. The
opposition under Section 12 succeeds.

The next ground of opposition is under Sections 11 of the 1938 Act. This reads as follows:45

“11. - It shall not be lawful to register as a service mark or part of a service mark any
matter the use of which would, by reason of its being likely to deceive or cause confusion
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or otherwise, be disentitled to protection in a court of justice, or would be contrary to 
law or morality, or any scandalous design.”

The established test for this section is  set down in Smith Hayden and Company Ltd’s application
(Volume 63 1946 RPC 101) later adapted by Lord Upjohn in the BALI trade mark case (19695
RPC 496). Adapted to the matter in hand the test may be expressed as follows:

 Having regard to the  user of the opponent’s STORM marks, is the tribunal satisfied that
the  mark applied for, BARNES STORM,  if used in a normal and fair manner in
connection with any goods covered by the registration proposed will not be reasonably10
likely to cause deception and confusion amongst a substantial number of persons?

Under this heading I must consider the actual user of the opponent’s marks.  The opponent states
that the mark STORM has been used in the UK on clothing since 1990. Prior to this date the mark
was used on watches and handbags. Sales figures were provided for 1998, five years after the15
relevant date. None of the corroborative evidence was dated prior to the relevant date. At the
hearing Mr Redman contended that the turnover figures had risen steadily from 1990 to the
£11million claimed in 1998. However, he also stated that: “We are talking here about fashion
clothing which suddenly goes like a flash in the market for it. It is not like developing haute
couture clothing. It is a quick and immediate market and one capable of very, very swift growth,20
which is exactly what has happened here”.

The only evidence of use provided by the opponent is the assertion of Mr Sun, albeit in a sworn
declaration. No corroborative evidence of use of the  trade mark STORM on clothing in the UK
prior to the relevant date was provided. However, this was not challenged by the applicant in their25
evidence and so is sufficient to show use of the mark in the UK. I have already found that the
marks are likely to deceive or cause confusion. The opposition under Section 11 therefore
succeeds.

In view of the above I do not  intend to invoke the Registrar’s discretion in favour of the30
applicant.

As the opposition has succeeded, the opponent is entitled to a contribution towards costs. I order
the applicant to pay the opponent the sum of £835.  This sum to be paid within seven days of the
expiry of the appeal period or within seven days of the final determination of this case if any35
appeal against this decision is unsuccessful.

Dated this 25 Day of January 2001
40

George W Salthouse
For the Registrar45
The Comptroller General
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